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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have the following markup.
You need to ensure that the yellow div is centered in the red
div.
What should you do?
A. Add the following code to the red div.margin:auto
B. Add the following code to the red div.align-content:center
C. Add the following code to the yellow div.margin:auto
D. Add the following code to the yellow
div.align-content:center
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
questions sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
A company plans to use Operations Management Suite (OMS) to
track changes within virtual machines (VMs).
The company required that data collection occur at least every
15 minutes.
You need to recommend a solution to monitor VMs which ensures
that data collection occurs at least every
15 minutes.
Solution: Monitor files on Linux VMs.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
With OMS change tracking the frequency for monitoring files on
Linux VMs is 15 minutes.
Note: You can use the Change Tracking solution to easily
identify changes in your environment. The solution tracks
changes to Windows and Linux software, Windows and Linux files,
Windows registry keys, Windows services, and Linux daemons.
Identifying configuration changes can help you pinpoint
operational issues.
Changes to installed software, Windows services, Windows
registry and files, and Linux daemons on the monitored servers
are sent to the Log Analytics service in the cloud for
processing.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analyt
ics-change-tracking

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating documentation for a new wireless solution that
is deployed in the organization. Why is it important to
document APIs in use within the system?
A. It allows future support to implement APIs that have not
been used at the time of deployment.
B. If APIs are in use, it typically indicates the use of custom
scripts or application code. Future support will be easier when
the APIs in use are documented.
C. Vendors do not document their use of internal APIs well.
D. The APIs in use will not function without this
documentation.
Answer: D
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